BY ALICIA BANNON

Less than a generation ago, state supreme court elections were subdued affairs. Candidates — to the extent they actively campaigned at all — primarily discussed their qualifications and backgrounds. Political and special interests paid little attention to these low-profile races.¹

That era is over. Thirty-eight states use elections as part of their system for choosing supreme court justices,² and million-dollar campaigns are increasingly the norm.³ Dark money — the sources of which remain anonymous — flows freely. National political groups regularly weigh in with heavy spending, as do plaintiffs’ lawyers and business interests. As it now stands, one-third of all elected justices currently sitting on the bench have run in at least one one-million-dollar race, according to a 2017 analysis by the Brennan Center for Justice. Perhaps unsurprisingly, nearly 90 percent of voters believe that campaign cash affects judicial decisions.⁴

The implications for American justice are acute. If a judge hears a case involving a major donor, will she be thinking about how her ruling will affect her next campaign? If she angers a powerful political interest, will she face an avalanche of attack ads? These electoral pressures create a morass of conflicts of interest that threaten the appearance, and reality, of fair and impartial decision-making. They are also a roadblock for aspiring judges who can’t tap million-dollar networks.

Over the past 20 years, numerous bar associations, academics, judges, advocates, and other experts have offered ideas about how to mitigate special-interest influence in judicial elections, including public financing for judicial races and stronger ethics rules for judges. Many have called for eliminating contested judicial elections. But states have been slow to act.
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Meanwhile, recent trends — including the increased prevalence of high-cost elections and the growing role of outside interest groups — create both heightened urgency and new policy challenges.

Recognizing these realities, the Brennan Center for Justice recently released a report, Choosing State Judges: A Plan for Reform, urging states to take on judicial selection reform. This report was the culmination of a three-year project taking a fresh look at judicial selection, focused on state supreme courts, where the rise of politicized elections has been most pronounced. We studied how each state selects its justices, including via individual case studies and an in-depth examination of judicial nominating commissions. We spoke to dozens of experts and stakeholders, reviewed the extensive legal and social science literature on judicial selection, and considered reform proposals from bar associations, legislatures, and scholars. We make two key recommendations. First, states should do away with state supreme court elections. Instead, justices should be appointed through a publicly-accountable process conducted by an independent nominating commission. Second, to genuinely preserve judicial independence, states should adopt a single, lengthy term for justices, who must hear cases with the knowledge that an unpopular decision — even if required by law — could cost them their job. Indeed, judicial decisions are frequently campaign fodder, with complex or nuanced legal and procedural issues often reduced to misleading and provocative attacks. More than one-third of television ads in the 2015–16 supreme court election cycle were negative — and a majority of them attacked judicial rulings.

There is good reason to be concerned that election pressures impact how judges decide cases. For example, a wide body of social science research suggests that electoral pressures make judges more punitive in criminal cases, to avoid appearing "soft on crime." There is also evidence that the pressure to appeal to wealthy supporters can have an effect on cases. In a 2001 survey, state court judges were asked, "How much influence do you think campaign contributions made to judges have on their decisions?" Strikingly, nearly half — 46 percent — believed campaign contributions had at least some impact.

And while precise causality is difficult to establish, numerous studies have found strong correlations between donor support and favorable rulings for those donors. One such study found a relationship between contributions from business interests and pro-business outcomes. However, when judges were serving their last term before mandatory retirement — and, therefore, were freed from having to curry favor with wealthy supporters to finance their next election — their favoring of business litigants essentially disappeared. Another study found similar dynamics in election law cases. Judges who received more campaign money from political parties and allied groups were more likely to rule in favor of the party that supported them. However, the influence of campaign money largely disappeared when judges were no longer eligible for reelection.

Notably, while elections are the most common mechanism for judicial reselection, similar pressures exist in systems where judges are reappointed by a governor or legislature. For exam-
During the 2015–16 cycle, nonparty groups engaged in a record $27.8 million in outside spending, making up an unprecedented 40 percent of overall supreme court election spending.
selection” appointment process, with the following safeguards:

• States should use an independent, bipartisan judicial nominating commission with diverse appointing authorities and membership, including nonlawyers. The commission should vet candidates on qualifications, temperament, ethics, and other nonpolitical considerations, and then issue a binding shortlist of nominees to be considered for appointment.

• The application process should be clear and open, with transparent selection criteria, public interviews, and a public vote by the commissioners. Commissioners should be regulated by ethic rules, and public data should be collected about the diversity of judicial candidates at each stage of the process, from the initial pool of applicants to the final shortlist.

• The final appointment decision should rest with the governor, who should be required to select a justice from the nominating commission’s shortlist.

These recommendations apply both to the 22 states that use contested elections for reaching the bench, as well as to states that already use some form of an appointment system, the overwhelming majority of which lack many of these safeguards.

ADOPT A SINGLE, LENGTHY JUDICIAL TERM

Judicial selection debates usually focus on how judges first reach the bench, but far less attention has been paid to judicial retention. As discussed previously, however, it is the process for retaining sitting judges that can have some of the most pernicious effects on judicial behavior.

We urge states not only to reject elections for supreme court justices, but also to adopt a publicly accountable appointment process, a variant of the so-called “merit selection” appointment process.

We urge a straight-forward solution to this problem. State supreme court justices should only serve a single, lengthy term on the bench — a “one and done” term of at least 14 years — so that they can decide cases without worrying that following the law could cost them their job. This recommendation applies to all states, including those that use retention elections as part of a merit selection system. Alternatively, states can allow supreme court justices to serve indefinitely, with or without a mandatory retirement age, subject to the same “good behavior” rules as federal judges. Three states — Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and New Hampshire — follow this model. Or states can follow the practice of Hawaii and the District of Columbia, and have an independent commission determine whether a sitting justice should be retained.

Adopting any of these changes at the state level would be transformative. While federal judges enjoy life tenure, nearly every state provides for multiple terms for supreme court justices, and uses a political process (most commonly elections) to determine whether a sitting justice should serve an additional term. Notably, in states where the complete elimination of supreme court elections lacks public support, focusing on eliminating the reelection of judges offers an alternative path, which would address many of the most harmful elements of electoral systems. While any of the above methods for eliminating political reselection would be an improvement over the status quo, we favor the use of a lengthy single term, which is a common feature of many European constitutional courts.

Adopting either a lengthy single term or good behavior tenure has the advantage of providing judges time to develop expertise. Several U.S. Supreme Court justices have said it took them three to five years to fully learn the job. 16 Both approaches also provide long-term job security, which can help in attracting high-quality applicants.

A lengthy single term also has several advantages compared to life tenure, however. First, it avoids entrenching power for generations at a time, providing regular opportunities for new justices to populate the bench and lowering the stakes for any
given vacancy. It also allows a court's membership to evolve so that it can reflect changing community values and makes it easier to achieve a more diverse bench over time.

In fact, a lengthy single fixed term may actually result in more turnover on a court — creating more opportunities for diversity — than a retention system with unlimited shorter terms, given the advantages that usually attach to incumbents. In 39 states (a mix of election and appointive systems), at least one supreme court justice during the past decade served for 20 or more years. Eleven of those states had at least one justice who served for 30 years or more.17

Some have raised the concern that a lengthy single term could discourage mid-career lawyers from seeking supreme court seats, due to the prospect of finishing their term before retirement age. However, we believe it is unlikely that states will find it difficult to attract strong mid-career candidates, especially because many state supreme court justices move on to federal judgeships or political office or find lucrative employment in the private sector. Nevertheless, states can mitigate these concerns by allowing justices who have completed their terms to become a "senior judge" and preside over cases in the lower state courts. States may also need to amend their pension systems so justices' pensions can vest once they complete their term.

Finally, if a state chooses to use a commission-based reappointment system, the same cautions and recommendations about judicial nominating commissions apply. The main advantage of a commission-based system, as compared with a lengthy single term or life tenure, is that it provides an additional avenue for removing low-performing justices. However, absent a strong political will to create a depoliticized commission process that is independent from the governor, a commission-based retention scheme may not be sufficient to insulate judges from political pressure.

States that continue to elect justices should also embrace other safeguards, such as public financing for judicial campaigns and robust recusal rules governing when a justice should step aside from hearing a case involving a major donor. These policies can help curb the harmful effects of high-cost and politicized judicial elections.

As powerful interests increasingly look to state courts as a vehicle for forwarding their political, ideological, and financial agendas, it is imperative to revisit how state supreme court justices are selected. The good news is that there is much to learn from states' experiences — and much that can be done to better achieve fair, independent, and diverse state supreme courts.
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